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Let G be a graph. The number of ways of selecting k vertices in G such that the subgraph 
induced by the k selected vertices containing 1 edges may be considered as Whitworth runs. For 
two arbitrary graphs Gr and G2 we show that the generating function of G1 can be written as a 
sum of the generating function of GZ. As an application we derive a difference equation 
satisfted by the generating function of a line maph and that of a cycle graph. Two independent 
solutions in the closed-form are found. One is equivalent to the Whitworth bracelet problem 
with two dors. Furthermore, a line and a cycle graph and a two-line graph have been studied. 
We show that all sohuions can be written as a sum of the solutions for single-line cases. 
1. IT#tNduction 
For a given single-cycle graph the number of ways of selecting k vertices such 
that the subgraph induced by the k selected vertices contains exactly 1 edges is 
equivalent to the Whitworth bracelet problem with two colors. For many-cycle 
case the problem has been solved recently by Hwang [2]. The generating function 
of a manyqcle case can be written as a sum of the solutions for single-cycle 
cases. ‘l%e result, in fact, is derived from a relation between the generaiilg 
function of a two-cycle graph and that Iof a single-cycle graph. The immediate 
question is whether one can establish a~ relation between two arbitrary graphs G,, 
and Gz. More precisely, for a given graph G1 tke question is whether one can 
write the generating function of G1 in terms of a desired generating function of 
Gz. In this article we show that indeed it can be done in ;gcneral. To accomplish 
this we define the generalized generating function by a weighted adjacency 
matrix; the weights can be negative. Then the matrix identity Al = A2 + (A, - AZ i
yields a relation between its corresponding generating functions. As an applica- 
tion we first show that the generating function of a line graph and that of a cycle 
graph satisfy the same difference equation. Two independent solutions in the 
closed-form are found. One is equivalent to the Whitworth bracelet problem with 
two colors. This is contrary to the conventional method that the difference 
equation is formulated by combinatorial approach. Next, ;a line and a cycle graph 
and a two-line graph have been studied. We show that all solutions can be writterk 
as a sum of the solutions for single-line cases. 
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Let G 1,x a graph and A=(&, & j:=l, . . .,n, a matrix associated with G 
de&@& b/ ; :f-: :,j;-+: jy-y,;_. ,~” $ “‘L ‘C ( .:, ,: Ij _ ; (“_ . , L. *” ( _ ,- 
qj = number of s&d edgf=s joining the ith and jth vertk- in G, if 
As an example, we consider the graph of Fig. 1. Its corresponding A is given by 
A= 
0 1 -1 0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
-1 L-1 ; 
1 0 0 
1 .+ :o, 0 
Fbr a given graph G the nuknbe~* of drays of selecting k vertices in G such that 
the subgr&ph indttrsed by the k sek%ted vertia contaking Z1 solid edges and Z2 
dotted edges may be con&dered a!~ a generalized W&worth runs with I = I1 - kp. 
As ztmzample, WC t&e up tk graph 6f Fig..-1. Let k = 3. For I = -1 there is only 
oneway to-S&&3 vertiu?S, ia,,‘@.;2,5). For I = 0 there are two ways to select 3 
verti&& i.e.; {a, 3,s tid ,[a, 4i 5)~ For I-= 1 there is only one way to select 3 
vert&s, i.e;, (2,3, !Q. RW 2 ‘= 2 there are four ways to select 3 Wxtices, i.e., 
{l,&?!. ?I, 2,4), &3;4) amid {2* I), 4). 
The gene?ak& generat,ing hulctkn of Whitworth runs may be written as 
fofiows: 
where 
n={l,...,n), I&w; 
and * , , 
(3) 
(3 
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We note here that the expression of (3) is just for convenience in the subsequent 
discussions. It may not be used in the actual computation. The following lemma is 
seif-evident, or one may use inclusion -exe h&on principle to f)rove it. 
-1. Foragimset W=(w,,...,w,)EnZetSbeasulisetofW. Then 
gdt) = c @co I s ,a (6) 
S 
where $ is the complement of S, S U $ =: W, and gk(f 1 S, $1 is the conditional 
generating function if vertices S C W are selected and =S ure not. 
Let matrices AI, AZ and A3 be related b!J 
A,=A,+A,; a;;’ = @ + a!? 
Y (7) 
which yields 
where 
$= c af;‘, p-1,2,3. 
iGjdC 
Define 
Then it follows 
g(kl)(f) = g?‘(t) aa gf’(t). 
By this definition, we f%nd immediately the following result: 
Go 
(9) 
(l@ 
(11) 
k~1~~1~ForagioensetW=(w,,...,w~,}~nandScW.7knA~=A~+A~ 
leads to the conditional relation 
g’,“(t 1 s, .S) = gf)(t 1 s, .S) 63 gP’( t 1 s, C$ for all s. (12:) 
Theorem. Let G,. G2 and G3 be, respectively, the graphs associated with the 
tnatvices Al, A2 and A3 sadfyirg Al = A.,+ A3. W = (w,, . . . , up,,,} be the set 
containing all uertices of G3 such that the degree of each veflm is mot zem. 73en 
&)(f) - gF)(t) = c (t’+- l)g’k2’(t 1 s, .S) 
S 
03 
where 
./3 = c a$ su,s= TM 
irs;ieS 
ii) If the generating fun&i& 4&O, a&‘&t of GZ_ar&&&lar, then the 
theoremle&stoadifkenceecpation.‘. 7 +’ 
(ii) Let & and A;! be, respectively, the adjacency matrices of G8 and’ G* 
Write Al=Az+(Al-AZ). Then the theorem establishes a relation between the 
mting fun&ioions of G, and G*. 
: 
(iii) In the wkulati0~ of the summation of (13) one can ignoi any set S such 
that b of (14) is eqwll to ZeIO. 
(iv) lkt GI, Gz and G3 be the graphs associated with Al, AZ and A3 
respwtively. Denote G:I =Gr83G3 if A,=A,+A,. 
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= (t - f)[,&).,c--l(f 1 AW + &&,4~ 1 A, B) + g$!)-lhdf I& &I 
+l ( ) ;- 1, &L~,k~t I Am 
= 0 - fll:ggL~.k-*~t) - gg-*~,k--l(f I $1 
- 0 - ~mg-.,_,0~- &&l.k-10 I 91 
= 0 - Ngg-l),k-1(t) - g~fi)-*~,,k-lwl (18) 
where x is the vertex of the mod&d graph obtained from Gz by identifying the 
pair of vertices (A, 3). Furthermore, 
g&0) = g$$*lL(f I 0 + g&o I C) = &IbkW + &)4].k-IW W) 
Summing (18) and (19), we obtain (17). Cl 
Let 
Then it 
g(% k l)=g(n-1, k, l)+g(n-I, k-l, &1)+&t--2, k-l, I) 
-g(n-2, k-l, J-1). (20 
‘Two independent solutions can be found: 
(i) For a line 
gh k o=(“;yyy); 
(ii) For a cycle 
which is equivalent to the Whitworth bracelet problemi with two colors [2]. 
When I = 0 (22) and (23) reduce to Kaplansky’s results [l]. 
(22) 
(23) 
(i) Let G1 and G2 be related as in Fig. 3. Denote by FI,,,;n,I,k(t) and GI,,,&) the 
generating function of a line and a cycle and that of a line. It follows from (13) 
= 0 *- l)[F(~,-l;n*-l}.k-l(t I ol, s, -1- I;inrl;ti~-l,.k-lo I Br a1 ’ 
-0 - lw~(nl+r&~~k-l~~ I $4 N+ G(nl+n~-2)sk-l(f I a; iN 04 
where a,@, Q and u am the verticx~ of the nxx%fbd graphs+Maimt.& fmm Ga and 
G2 by identifying the pair of vertices (A, B), (C, D), (A, C) and (B, D). Using 
inchkon-escciusi Cm! finds 
Using (17) it is straigb tforward to show that 
To calcu!ate F&,13 (t)-.Gin+I&) we nmq a relation betweer~/ the generating 
function of a linre mud that of a cycle. Consider the relation shown in Fig. 4. One 
finds 
where &,&a) iis the gmeratbq function of a cycle;. 
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It follows from (17) and (28’1 that 
~{l;nl.k(t) - G.tn+l).kW ==0 - f)b3{n-*,.k-lw- G{n-l,,k-*(t)l- 
Consequently, (25), (26), (27) and (29) yield 
=A-B @ A-B n 
Fig. !5. A cycle = a line Cf3 a line. 
Remark. (i) The relation of Fig. 5 establishes 
&&k(f) = &).k(f) - k- WG+1df) - G{iA),k(f)]- (37) 
Hence the right-hand side of (30) can be written as the solutions for single-line 
cases. 
n1 .A A 
n2 . 
= -2 @ &________+j El - B 
nlfn2 
Fig. 6. Two lines = a line @ a dotted line. 
{ii) Let G1 and G2 be a two-line and a line graphs related as in Fig. 6. Similar 
to the case of a line and a cycle graph of (28), it is readily seen 
Gb,;nz).k(t) - Ginl+n2.,dt) 
= (f-l)CG{~,-~~;,,-l~.k--l(f)- G~n~+nz--l~,k--lWl 
which yields 
A{n,;n&k(t) -A~~,-:;nz--l).k-l(f) 
= -0 - l)IG~,,+,,--l,,~-l(t) - G~nl+n2-~vc--l(~~l 
where 
4 n,;nl).k(t) = G~nl;n3,dt) - G{n,+nd,dO- 
A straightforward calculation leads 
(32) 
03) 
(34) 
(35) 
where fi = min(nI, n3. 
where ftn&) hl the generating function of 
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